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In [1, p. 187], it is shown that 
II u' II 2 ~< 2 II. I[ II . "  II (1) 
whenever u and u" = d2u/dx 2 are in L2(0, oo), J[ [1 denoting the L2-norm. 
In the present note we prove the following generalization of (1). 
ThEOReM. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a contraction semi- 
group of class Co [2] on a Hilbert space H. Then 
I[ Au []2 ~< 2 [I u I] [I A=u IP, u c D(A2). (2) 
The equality holds i f  and only i f  
A2u + cdu q- c2u - 0 and Re(u, d2u) = 0 (3) 
for  some c ~ O. In thA" case we have necessarily [] A2u ]] = c z ][ u J[. 
Pro@ The assumption is equivalent to saying that - -A  is m- 
accretive in the terminology of [3, p. 485]. In other words, (c --  A) -1 
is defined everywhere on H if c > 0 and Re(Av,  v) <~ 0 for v ~ D(A) .  
It follows that if we set B c = (c -c A)(c - -  A)  -1, the Cayley transform 
of A, then I[ Bcrl ~< 1. 
A simple computation gives 
--2cAu = A2u -5 c2u + B~(A2u -- du) (4) 
for u ~ D(AZ). Hence 
Ir Au rl 2 ~< ([I A2u + c2u Pl + II B~( A2u -- du)ll)2/4 d
~< (11A 2u + c~u II + [1A2u - -  du 1[)2/4c z 
~< (H A 2u + c2u II ~ ÷ [[ A2u -- c2u 112)/2d 
= c -2 I[ A2u [/2 + c 2 II u I12. (5) 
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We obtain (2) by minimizing the last member for c 2 varying on (0, oo). 
Suppose the equality holds in (2). If A2u = O, then (3) is satisfied 
with c =0.  Otherwise set c = (llA2ull/I[u![)l/2 >0.  Then IIAul[ 2 = 
2 [1 u [[ ]1 A2u Ii = c-2 [I A 2u tl 2 + ca II u I12, Thus the equality holds every- 
where in (5). For this it is necessary that [1 A~u @ c2u [I = II A2u - -  du  II = 
Il Bo(A2u - c~u)l[ and Bc(A2u - -  du)  = A2u -~ c~u. The former equality 
implies Re(u, A2u)= 0, while the latter, combined with (4), gives 
- -2cAu = 2(A2u - -  c~u). This proves (3). 
Conversely, (3) implies the equality in (2). To see this, first suppose (3) 
is true with c > 0. Then 
II Au [I 2 = c-~ II A~u + du I[ ~ --- c ~ tl A2u/I ~ + d I[ u [t ~. 
Since ]1 du [1~ ~< 2 ][ u II I1 A2u II by (2), it follows that 
( c-1 II A 2u H - -  c II u [[)2 ~< 0. 
Hence ,  II A ~u I[ ---- c2 I[ u II and I[ Au tt 2 - -  2 tl u II II A 2u II. If (3) is t rue 
with c : 0, then A~u = 0 and the equality in (2) is trivially satisfied. 
In this case we have also/I A ~u 11 = 0 = d [I u II. 
Remarks. 1. A = d/dx in H = L~(O, oo) generates the shift semi- 
group u(x) --* u(x -~ t), 0 ~< t < oo. Thus (1) is a special case of (2). 
Condition (3) reduces to u" -~ cu' ~- c2u -- 0 and Re(u, u") = 0. These 
conditions determine u to u(x) = const e-X/2~ sin(~/3 x/2c - -  ~r/3); cf. [1]. 
2. Recently Kallman and Rota [4] proved that (2) is true for 
the generator A of a Co-contraction semigroup on any Banach space 
if the factor 2 is replaced by 4. 
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